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Abstract

In 2011, Argentina began to implement a series of foreign exchange controls, going so far as to prohibit the acquisition of foreign currency for non-productive purposes. In December 2015, after the change of administration, all of the foreign exchange regulations were eliminated and returned to their pre-2001-2002 crisis levels. These reforms were implemented under the mainstreaming vision, with the expectation that capital outflows would be reversed. Nevertheless, after the controls were lifted, according to information from the foreign exchange balance kept by the Central Bank of Argentina (BCRA) on Foreign Asset Formation (FAF), one year later, capital flight abroad had doubled. This increased currency outflow was financed by rising foreign debt.
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1. INTRODUCTION

From 2011 to 2015, a series of currency regulations were implemented in Argentina, primarily targeting the use and purpose of foreign currency acquired by the private sector for non-productive ends. Regulations peaked in mid-2012 with a full ban on the acquisition of foreign currency for non-productive purposes, spurring serious challenges in certain sectors of the economy, like the real estate sector, and causing real problems for the middle and upper classes of society in Argentina, accustomed to accumulating their savings in dollars. Starting in 2014, access to foreign currency was partially eased, in an attempt to loosen controls on business transactions, although strict regulations on the use of foreign currency remained in place.

After the change of administration (December 2015), a more liberal economic plan came into action, leading to, as one of the first measures, the elimination of all foreign exchange and capital controls, with the expectation that this deregulation would foster a new cycle of economic growth. Nevertheless, this did not happen. Spiraling inflation depressed the purchasing power of wages, shrinking consumption and economic activity, while the outflow of currency, rather than being reversed, took off. As a counterweight, external debt began to rise once again, after a 15-year break.

This paper aims to analyze the major causes and aspects underlying recent transformations in the way the Argentine currency market functions, as a historical event challenging the presuppositions made in the mainstream literature as to the nature of capital outflows, as a result of misguided macroeconomic policy decisions, weak fundamentals, and the risks of expropriation (Khan and Haque, 1985). A year out from the change of administration, it is now feasible to evaluate whether the key points of the initial objectives of the measures taken have been met or not.

The conceptual framework for this analysis rests on the notion of accumulation regimes (Basualdo, 2006, 2013). In this paper, the Argentine foreign exchange market and its regulations are understood as a realm in which the transfer and valuation of the surplus are in dispute. The hypothesis posited here is that in the wake of the recent currency deregulation in Argentina, a set of large local and foreign companies—previously unable to access the single exchange market to send profits abroad via ordinary mechanisms—can now do so free of constraints.

This paper is divided into five sections and an introduction. First, we examine some relevant conceptual aspects of the conventional view of the nature of capital flight and how they differ from the accumulation pattern-based approach. Second, we examine debt and capital flight in Chile. Third, we analyze the process in historical terms, quantifying flight and characterizing its stages. Fourth, we look at the major changes the currency market has undergone and size up capital flight in recent months. Finally, we share our conclusions.

2. Capital Flight and Foreign Debt

2.1 The Mainstream Approach

In the traditional strain, not all capital flight from a country is concerning. On the one hand, there is "normal" flight, referring to outflows of currency from non-residents or residents aiming to diversify their investment portfolios in the daily course of their activities. Considering covered interest rate parity and the single-price law, in the long term, the balance of...
payments should even out, cancelling out any imbalances, such that currency outflows recorded in the present should be offset by future inflows.

From that standpoint, a bigger volume—temporarily—of currency outflows is nothing more than a reflection of better integration with the global market, in an age of globalization characterized by expanding capital flows and the globalization of investment portfolios (Banco Mundial, 2013). Even this augmented financial integration is understood as a boon to development. With savings scant, the increased availability of foreign and domestic savings, which generates the end of financial repression, is channeled into more resources for investment (McKinnon, 1973; Shaw, 1973).

On another note, there could also be “abnormal” capital outflows, which have come to be known as capital flight. The conventional explanation for these financial flows revolves around decisions made by residents—who are primarily inclined to invest in the national economy—when some state intervention policy throws off the balance; this could be raising the tax burden or enacting stricter controls or regulations that limit the handling of assets, among others, engendering political and economic uncertainty (Schneider, 2003; Cuddington, 1986; Rojas-Suarez, 1990; Baba and Kokenyny, 2011).

Especially when it comes to currency regulation, there is a critique to be had of state controls in terms of microeconomic efficiency. Following along these lines, regulations on the purchase of foreign currency give rise to myriad changes (financial, import trade, export trade, etc.), which in turn push economic actors to exploit the benefits of arbitrage across markets, in an attempt to avoid the regulatory. This leads to the postponement of investment plans, driving the economy into stagnation (Forbes, 2007).

Accordingly, against a backdrop of uncertainty, agents seek to safeguard their main capital or returns by investing abroad, because they will not be subject to the same risks as they would be in the domestic environment (Khan and Haque, 1985; Alesina, Tabellini, and Franco, 1989).

From the traditional standpoint, capital flight is explained principally by domestic uncertainty. Once regulations are gone in an endeavor to free up the acquisition of foreign currencies and trust has been restored in institutions, capital flight should be reversed.

However, experiences in other countries, and recently in Argentina, run counter to these ideas. The empirical evidence backs the idea that deregulating the capital account does not produce any significant effect on growth. In fact, it’s entirely to the contrary. The Asian crises showed that sharp currency deregulation in early stages of development can give rise to balance of payments crises due to contagion (sudden stops), etc. (Rodrik, 1998; Rodrik and Subramanian, 2009).

It is therefore necessary to try out alternative explanations to elucidate this phenomenon, which displays a sharply historical component, tied to productive patterns and the ways in which countries are involved in international economic relations.

### 2.2 Capital Flight and the Exchange Market from the Accumulation Regime Standpoint

The accumulation regime or pattern approach entails a specific analysis combining economic, political, and social variables, beginning with an economic structure in transformation. This institutional arrangement is dynamic and is disputed by the various power blocs looking for hegemony. This analysis includes the form of international insertion, the specific model running the State, priorities in income distribution, and other factors (Basualdo, 2011).

From this viewpoint, regulations on the exchange market can be understood as a space in which appropriation of the surplus is in dispute. Moreover, currency management, albeit not a sufficient condition, has served as a powerful instrument to supplement national industrial development policies at different times throughout the history of Argentina and other countries around the world.

Along these lines of ideas, capital flight is not an isolated and exogenous phenomenon, like those related to investment diversification or adverse economic and/or political junctures, but rather is part of an endogenous structural phenomenon in a given mode of capital accumulation (Basualdo and Kulfas, 2002; Gaggero et al., 2013).

Capital flight shall be understood as the mechanism by which residents in a country, either companies or people, licitly or illicitly send a portion of the surplus produced in the domestic economy outside of the local economic circuit, including foreign currency kept in individual homes or safe deposit boxes (Gaggero et al., 2013). Note that unlike in conventional theory, this approach considers not only currency outflows through the capital and financial account on the balance of payments, but also current account concepts.

The profile of international insertion, the weight of revenue from natural resources as a share of total national income, the concentration and participation of foreign capital in the business sector, the history of banking (debt) crises, hyper-inflation, and the absence of a sufficiently developed capital market lay the structural groundwork for currency outflows, regardless of a country’s economic and political stability cycles. Although at critical economic stages and times of political instability outflows may be exacerbated, the phenomenon has been consistently present throughout the past 40 years of Argentine history (Rúa, 2017). Furthermore, once economic or political crises have been overcome, the currency that left the country does not return (Kulfas, 2007).

In macroeconomic terms, the consequences of capital flight are numerous and have been studied in other papers (Gaggero et al., 2013). The most widely-known is related to the aggravation of the external restriction. The persistence of capital flight affects economic development, as a significant portion of the currency supplied by exports must
finance this demand for dollars, which is taken away from the surplus available and destined toward importing capital and inputs for industry (Diamond, 1972).

It is even worse when the dollars funding this flight do not come from export surpluses, but are rather financed with foreign debt. This builds up a two-way flow between cycles of outgoing money and foreign debt, because the currency continues to flow out as long as there are resources to finance it. This dual causality between capital flight and foreign debt has been extremely important in both Argentina and other developing countries (Boyce, 1992; Demir, 2004).

Accordingly, when currency leaves the country, it curbs domestic investment, as domestic savings are diverted into financial projects abroad, rather than used for local productive investments, and come back in the form of foreign loans. With that said, burgeoning capital flight serves as a severe restraint on capital formation and on economic development (Basualdo and Kulfas, 2002).

In the current conditions in the international economy, in which multinational capital flows have taken off and the number of financial actors and assets involved has skyrocketed as compared to 40 years ago, developing economies with lax financial regulatory frameworks are exposed to rising foreign vulnerability as a result of volatility in the international capital markets (Epstein, 2005; Bastourre and Zeolla, 2016).

### 2.3 Quantifying Capital Flight

There are several methods to measure or estimate outgoing money (Gaggero et al., 2013; Gaggero et al., 2010; Basualdo and Kulfas, 2002). The most commonly-used methods in Argentina are summarized below (see Table 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Estimate</th>
<th>Limitations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Residual balance-of-payments method</td>
<td>Indirect estimate, based on balance-of-payment data, rolling up foreign investment, foreign debt, and the current account balance, and subtracting the change in international reserves.</td>
<td>This method fails to reflect capital flight done through the manipulation of transfer pricing, under-invoicing, and over-invoicing. Moreover, it depends on the quality of the balance-of-payment data.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Asset Formation by Non-Financial Private Sector (FAF-NFPS) - Central Bank of the Republic of Argentina's (BCRA) Foreign Exchange Balance</td>
<td>Direct estimate, based on recorded sales and purchases of foreign currency in the foreign exchange market from 2002 to the present day.</td>
<td>This method only records foreign currency purchase and sale transactions authorized by the BCRA and does not permit the stock to be calculated, as this measurement only began in 2002.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Investment Position (MIP) - INDEC</td>
<td>Direct estimate, calculated via surveys and data gathering abroad, used to find the MIP’s stock of foreign assets.</td>
<td>This method may underestimate the stock of capital flight, as the sources queried or surveyed may underreport the amounts invested.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trade or country-partner method</td>
<td>Estimate of capital flight done through the manipulation of transfer pricing, over-invoicing on imports, and under-invoicing on exports, by comparing foreign trade figures reported in Argentina against those reported by the country’s main trade partners (Basualdo and Kulfas, 2002).</td>
<td>There may be classification, reporting, and/or discrepancy issues in the estimates against other countries (Grondona and Burgos, 2015), which could lead to over or underestimates.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Created by the authors based on the works cited.

All of these methods have their limitations and different degrees of difficulty involved in gathering the information. This paper shall use the first and second of the methods. The residual balance-of-payments method draws on statistical information from the balance of payments developed by the National Institute for Statistics and Censuses (INDEC), making it possible to analyze long time series. On another note, the Foreign Asset Formation by the Non-Financial Private Sector (FAF-NFPS) method, found in the Central Bank of the Republic of Argentina's (BCRA) foreign exchange balance, as it is published more frequently, on a monthly basis, and is widely used to study recent experience. The limitation is that both methods exclude other forms of capital flight, such as under-invoicing exports, over-invoicing imports, and the manipulation of transfer pricing. Other studies have pointed to the importance of these forms of capital flight in Argentina (Basualdo and Kulfas, 2002; Gaggero et al., 2013; Grondona and Burgos, 2015).

### 3. FOREIGN DEBT AND CAPITAL FLIGHT THROUGHOUT ARGENTINA’S HISTORY
The phenomenon of capital flight skyrocketed around the globe with the advent of the neoliberal order and financial globalization. In Argentina, capital flight began to become notoriously persistent starting in the nineteen-seventies, the other side of the rising foreign debt coin.

Over the years of financial valorization (1976-2001), capital flight turned out to be closely intertwined with foreign debt, as it is part of the same process by which financial rents are valorized, which entails taking out foreign debt in order to invest in financial assets in the domestic market and valorize these assets thanks to the existence of a positive differential between the domestic and international interest rates, followed, subsequently, by taking the capital abroad. Throughout this time period, foreign debt ended up being used not to finance productive investment or working capital, but rather primarily to underwrite capital flight, as a way to obtain higher financial yields (Basualdo, 2013).

From that standpoint, the first stage in which a link emerged between capital flight and foreign debt emerged with the military-civilian dictatorship in 1976, which is when the economic regime shifted from an import-substitution industrialization model to a model revolving around financial valorization (Basualdo, 2011). Two central aspects of this accumulation regime were, on the one hand, the dismantling of the productive apparatus, and, on the other, financial deregulation. The Ministry of Economy at the time, Martínez Hoz, adopted an orthodox scheme predicated on the monetarist balance-of-payments vision pushed by the central economies, which involved lowering inflation by a virtual setting of the exchange rate in a context of pre-announced devaluations, curtailing the monetary supply, foreign debt, and high interest rates.

Another key aspect of the program was the 1977 financial reform. The new regulation sidelined the State from determining the destination of deposits. The main measures included allowing foreign banks to freely open up branches, deregulating the conditions for private financial entities to accept deposits, and a free-floating interest rate, to name just a few (Cibils and Allami, 2008).

In this context, foreign debt guaranteed the financial bicycle could keep rolling, the rents from which were sent abroad (Díaz Alejandro, 1984). Between 1975 and 1983, annual average capital flight amounted to around 7.9 billion dollars, the counterweight to which was spiraling foreign debt, with an annual average of over 9.5 billion dollars.

Starting in 1982, the Mexican crisis cut off the flow of debt to Latin America, and as a result, capital flight waned in Argentina. After the failure of the Austral Plan—between 1987 and 1989—, capital flight gained momentum again, with over 9 billion dollars leaking out in just three years, which in a context of a total dollar drought, culminated in hyperinflation.

A third phase of capital flight began in 1991 with the implementation of the convertibility plan, an exchange rate regime predicated on fixed parity with the dollar. One of the features of this phase was a record high amount of capital flight and the expansion of foreign debt, to such an extent that it can only be compared to the period of the military dictatorship (Basualdo and Kulfas, 2002). Two periods stand out here: the first, in the onset of the decade, the country managed to offload some of the debt, thanks to privatizations, and also to ebbing capital flight, as the principal local economic groups actively participated in the privatization process, in conjunction with multinational operators and investment banks. The second, when this regime started to show signs of losing steam, capital flight picked up speed. Among other things, numerous local business people sold national enterprises into foreign hands and siphoned the profits from these sales out of the country. Annual capital flight from 1990 to 2001 averaged 9.1 billion dollars against an average of 8.6 billion dollars in foreign debt.

As the financial valorization model was exhausted, a new capital accumulation pattern emerged in 2002, substantially different than the model predating it (Basualdo, 2011). From that point forward, Argentina began to settle its debt with international bodies and private owners of government bonds, interrupting that intrinsic link between currency outflows and foreign debt. Thus, capital flight was no longer underwritten by foreign loans, and began to rest instead on the trade balance surplus. Figure 1 shows how the stock of capital flight and foreign debt evolved over different phases of history in Argentina. It shows the clear and close link between capital flight and foreign debt in the run-up to 2002, the interruption of this relationship—starting that same year and lasting throughout 2002-2015—, a time of significant debt reduction, when outgoing currency was essentially fed by the positive trade balance.
Looking at the most recent stage, Figure 2 shows that from 2003 to 2015, capital flight was predominantly underwritten by the trade balance surplus, with the exception of the years 2008, 2011, 2013, and 2015, when the trade balance was not enough to fund the massive amount of capital outflows, so the BCRA’s international reserves felt the impact. Along other lines, by 2016, the trade balance continued to be negative and capital flight began to be financed by foreign debt again, as it was in the nineteen-nineties. Later on, we will go into greater detail about this latter time period.

Figure 2. Argentina. Capital Flight vs. the Trade Balance, 2003-2016. 
In millions of current dollars.

Source: Created by the authors using our own estimates with information from the BCRA.

4. CURRENCY REGULATION AND DEREGULATION: ARGENTINA’S RECENT EXPERIENCE

4.1 Currency Regulations in 2011-2015

In broad strokes, the recent history of currency regulations in Argentina reflects a nearly exclusive focus on demand, and, in a few one-off cases, on supply. Currency controls were implemented in a context in which there was a lot of pressure on the foreign exchange market. In the months running from July to October 2011—when Cristina Fernández de Kirchner was re-elected—, a total of 11.420 billion dollars, equivalent to 25% of the BCRA’s reserves at the time, left the country under the concept of Foreign Asset Formation (FAF), which is the statistic recording the acquisition of foreign currency. Beginning at that time, the government launched a series of measures designed to target the demand for dollars. The main measures are listed below (see Table 2).
On October 28, 2011, a rule requiring individuals who wanted to buy dollars without any specific productive purpose to obtain special authorization from AFIP took effect, giving rise to the dollar-purchase regulation policy. On February 8, 2012, regulations on companies who wanted to buy dollars for any type of transaction were implemented, requiring them to get approval from the BCRA. At the same time, the Sworn Affidavit of Intent to Import (DJAI) system was launched, requiring the Secretariat of Commerce to issue advance approval in order to import (or not) certain products. Both measures effectively regulated importers.

On June 15, 2012, the savings option was removed from the AFIP form, placing a full ban on the purchase of dollars for FAF in the official market. On November 1, 2012, the purchase of dollars for real estate transactions with approved mortgage loans was prohibited. From then on, the regulations would alternate between AFIP regulations and more or less strict authorizations from the BCRA.

The first big shift happened on January 24, 2014, in the wake of a major currency devaluation, setting up a more flexible system to access foreign currency just to amass it, with purchase limits reliant on income level, and an additional tax of 35%, which could later be deducted from the income and personal assets tax on the AFIP website. Minimum amounts are not set.

On October 27, 2015, more stringent restrictions on amounts for importers and travel agencies selling foreign currency were implemented.

On November 20, 2015, suspension of future dollar operations in flight.

Source: Created by the authors based on information from BCRA, AFIP, and the IMF (2016).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Measure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>October 28, 2011</td>
<td>The requirement for special authorization from AFIP to buy foreign currency without a specific purpose is implemented for individuals.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>November 18, 2011</td>
<td>The exception for buying foreign currency is extended, only for people with approved mortgage loans.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>February 8, 2012</td>
<td>The requirement to obtain informed authorization from the BCRA for companies to buy foreign currency for importing and remittance of profits is implemented. The control is made stricter in June-October.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 26, 2012</td>
<td>Deadline of up to 15 days to pay foreign currency on exports. Extends to 300 million credits.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 9, 2012</td>
<td>Reduction of the limit on buying foreign currency for individuals. Announced limit of 25% of income.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 24, 2012</td>
<td>Special regime launched for tourism agencies to buy foreign currency. Up until that point in time, they had free access to foreign currency at the official exchange rate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June 15, 2012</td>
<td>The savings option is removed from the choices for buying foreign currency through the AFIP web system. The only option left is tourism.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>August 15, 2012</td>
<td>Limit on tourism transactions, with a team of seven days before travel. For border countries, only the local destination currency is sold.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>August 31, 2012</td>
<td>Withholding of 15% of the value of foreign currency used on payments for debt or credit cards abroad. Up until that point in time, there were no surcharges.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>November 1, 2012</td>
<td>Ban on buying foreign currency for real estate transactions with approved mortgage loans.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March 18, 2013</td>
<td>Text withholding on buying foreign currency from travel from 15% to 20%. The measure is extended to travel packages, flights, and other services.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 23, 2013</td>
<td>Limit on taking out foreign money in border countries of up to 50 dollars a month per entity, 800 dollars a month, and by entity for the rest of the world.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June-October 2013</td>
<td>Stealing up of the informal BCRA authorization requirement for companies that want to buy foreign currency for importing and waiting profits.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>November 1, 2013</td>
<td>Banks are banned from granting loans in a foreign currency to export companies. They must be taken on debt abroad as a mechanism to boost the foreign currency supply.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December 3, 2013</td>
<td>The tax retention on buying foreign currency for travel is raised from 20% to 35%.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>January 24, 2014</td>
<td>The purchase of foreign currency just to amass it is authorized with an amount of 70%, which can later be deducted from the income and personal assets tax on the AFIP website. Minimum amounts are not set.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>September 5, 2014</td>
<td>Foreign currency purchases are permitted, with a formula of up to 22% of income, and a limit of 2,000 dollars per month per taxpayer.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>October 27, 2015</td>
<td>More stringent restrictions on amounts for importers and travel agencies selling foreign currency.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>November 20, 2015</td>
<td>Suspension of future dollar operations in flight.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Argentina. Principal Control Measures on the Buying Dollars in the Foreign Exchange Market
On the foreign currency supply side, there were hardly any regulatory or intervention measures. On April 26, 2012, the term for the settlement of dollars from exports was reduced to 15 days for over 800 tariff codes. After the 2014 devaluation, the number of maximum dollars that certain banks could have in their portfolio came under stronger scrutiny. Anyone who wanted to sell dollars at a higher price did so in a market in which the BCRA did not participate. Nevertheless, one of the big problems was that the BCRA was the only party willing to sell dollars at the official rate, responding solely with international reserves.

4.2 2015-2016 Period

After the change of administration, the new government lifted all of the controls that had been implemented since 2011, not to mention the maximum term for settling foreign currency, which had been in place since 2001, and the minimum non-remunerated reserve requirement on portfolio investment flows from abroad, which had been in place since 2005 (see Table 3).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Measure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>December 16, 2015</td>
<td>All administrative requirements from 2011 on the purchase of foreign currency by individuals for an unspecified purpose. The ceiling of up to 2 million dollars a month per person is maintained.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The 20% tax on earnings and personal assets is removed from the purchase of foreign currency for purchase by individuals for an unspecified purpose.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The online procedure and withholding of 35% of earnings on the purchase of foreign currency for tourism is removed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The non-remunerated reserve requirement of 30% for 365 days, implemented back in 2005, is lifted.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>January 11, 2016</td>
<td>Limits on taking foreign currency out in ATMs abroad are removed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 5, 2016</td>
<td>The ceiling on buying foreign currency for an unspecified purpose (FAF) is raised from 2 to 5 million dollars.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The sworn affidavit of intent to receive foreign currency for exporters is taken away.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 11, 2016</td>
<td>The entrance of foreign currency is extended to 365 days for 97 export categories, including grains and cereals.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June 17, 2016</td>
<td>Express procedure to return the tax on earnings and personal assets for those who bought foreign currency just to amass it.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>August 8, 2016</td>
<td>The upper ceiling on buying foreign currency for any reason is eliminated.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>August 20, 2016</td>
<td>The entrance of foreign currency for exports is extended to 1,825 calendar days (five years).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>January 21, 2017</td>
<td>The entrance of foreign currency for exports of grain and its byproducts is extended to 3,650 calendar days (10 years).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Created by the authors based on information from BCRA, AFIP, and the IMAF (2016).

On December 16, 2015, Argentina did away with its regulations on the acquisition of foreign currency to amass it and for tourism. The exchange rate unification was done with a devaluation of 40% of the official exchange rate in only a few days, bringing it to the financial exchange rate level.

Generally speaking, the removal of controls on the purchase of dollars was done with three objectives in mind. The first of them was foreign exchange unification: since the ideological conception of the administration, the existence of multiple windows for the purchase of dollars led to inefficient sectoral income detrimental to the allocation of resources guaranteed by the free market. The second was to eliminate controls on the purchase of dollars regardless of their purpose: the management of the official dollar restricted the remittance of profits and dividends, and the purchase of dollars for imports by companies that did not export and could not keep their investment plans, and individuals, whether for savings or for an unspecified purpose (FAF). The third was to facilitate the entrance of financial flows from abroad: this speculative capital came with the condition of short-term valorization, such that the capital could enter fast as long as it could be withdrawn equally quickly. Accordingly, the obligation of non-remunerated temporary reserves was lifted.

This total deregulation of the foreign exchange market saw no correlation in the amount of capital flight. It was rather to the contrary. As shall be shown below, capital flight took off significantly in the last year.
4.3 Prospects for a New Cycle of Capital Flight and Debt?

After the currency controls were lifted, the main outcome was that capital flight accelerated and persisted. Figure 3 shows the monthly breakdown of net FAF-NFPS published in the BCRA exchange rate balance.

![Figure 3. Argentina. Foreign Asset Formation by the Non-Financial Private Sector. With and Without Currency Controls. December 2014 - April 2017. In millions of current dollars.](source.png)

After the controls were lifted, from December 2015 to April 2017, FAF-NFPS was 17.658 million dollars.\(^7\) If extraordinary income from the month of December due to money laundering is excluded, the amount would be, in just one year and five months, 21.750 billion dollars.\(^8\)

In order to compare against a 12-month period during the exchange rate restriction phase, between December 2014 and November 2015, FAF amounted to 6.466 billion dollars; by contrast, between December 2015 and November 2016, it was 13.972 billion dollars, more than double. That means that after the exchange rate restrictions were lifted, net FAF doubled. And far from being the result of repressed demand in the wake of a period of strict regulations, the dollar outflow continued.

In terms of the types of actors involved in FAF, breaking out dollar purchasers by transaction type, it appears that the “big players” returned to the market. At present, the purchase of dollar notes is done by around 703,000 people who account for 45% of the total volume of purchase transactions worth less than 10,000 dollars. That is to say, they are retail buyers, and although they mobilize a significant volume in purchasing dollars, they use dollarization as a form of savings. Per month, this net outflow amounts to approximately 1 billion dollars. Others make gross transfers abroad, accounting for 950 clients, 82% of which are doing currency transactions worth more than 2 million dollars each. As shown in Figure 4, up until last year, the existence of controls virtually excluded these actors from the official dollar market (dark area).

![Figure 4. Argentina. Buyers of Dollars by Transaction Type in Notes and Foreign Currency. January 2015 - April 2017. In millions of current dollars.](source.png)
Since the currency controls were lifted, the volumes done by the "big players" have run up a gross tab of over 7.530 billion dollars. In net terms, the amounts sent abroad exceed 2.9 billion dollars.

Additionally, analyzing the components of capital flight, it emerges that the holders of foreign assets favor those high-liquidity and low-risk assets over longer-term investments. This means that when it comes time to get their capital out, individuals prefer to do so in the form of liquid assets, typically dollar notes and other equivalent financial instruments.

Figure 5 shows the composition of FAF, revealing that the purchase of dollar bill notes (cash) stands out above any other form. In turn, the high-liquidity assets altogether—notes plus other investments (shares, government bonds, negotiable obligations, etc.)—reflect practically the entirety of local residents' foreign assets, leaving the purchase of foreign money for direct investment insignificant for all intents and purposes (stock shares above 10% and real estate investments).

On top of that, net currency outflows in the form of remitting profits and dividends abroad accounted for 1.752 billion dollars between December 2015 and November 2016, in contrast with just 242 million dollars between December 2014 and November 2015, meaning there was an inter-annual increase of 1037% (see Figure 6). The average monthly outflow in this category between January and November 2015 was 22 million dollars, which jumped to 213 million dollars between December 2015 and April 2017. The trend held steady into the first months of 2017; between January and April 2017, 466 million dollars were sent abroad.
The flipside of this significant amount of foreign currency drained abroad in the first year of the administration was a substantial foreign debt flow, which provided the currency to underwrite these outflows. The key to accessing the international market in search of foreign credit was payment to the "vulture funds" (holdouts).

In 2016, the national government took out foreign debt worth 25.118 billion dollars, of which 12.119 billion were directly channeled into paying out the ruling in favor of the holdouts. On the other side, the provinces and the private sector issued debt worth 12.643 billion dollars. The process continued on into the first three months of 2017, when a total of 15.747 billion was issued.

Table 4. Argentina. Foreign Debt Issuance by the National Government, Provinces, and Companies, 2015-2017. In millions of current dollars

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Provinces and companies</th>
<th>National government</th>
<th>Total national government</th>
<th>Total debt</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Payment to &quot;vulture funds&quot;</td>
<td>Rest</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>12,643.69</td>
<td>12,118.54</td>
<td>12,999.56</td>
<td>38,268.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017*</td>
<td>4,301.28</td>
<td>11,389.30</td>
<td>11,389.30</td>
<td>15,747.22</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*First three months of 2017.

Source: Created by the authors based on information from the BCRA.

However, this is nothing new in the machinations of the Argentine economy. As displayed in Figure 7, there has long been a close relationship between foreign debt and capital flight throughout different eras in the history of Argentina. In this case, the capital flight estimate was done using the residual method. As can be observed, the two variables tend to rise and fall very similarly throughout the different economic and political cycles the country has experienced since the nineteen-seventies, with the exception of the time period 2002-2015, when the government unloaded a significant amount of debt. In 2016, there is a return to the foreign debt and capital flight cycle, in which currency outflows are once again being underwritten by loans from abroad. More specifically, using the balance-of-payments residual method, in 2017, capital flight amounted to an estimated 18.956 billion dollars. On the other side of the coin, in the same time period, there is a remarkable amount of foreign currency flowing in thanks to foreign debt, worth 39.830 million dollars. This phenomenon is very much in line with the literature, which points to a two-way causal relationship between debt and capital flight (Boyce, 1992; Demir, 2004).

Figure 7. Argentina. Annual Average Capital Flight and Total Foreign Debt, 1975-2016. In millions of current dollars.
CONCLUSIONS

In the time period 2016-2017, Argentina gradually loosened its currency regulations. Contrary to what the orthodox vision would foretell, Argentina experienced indiscriminate currency outflows in the wake of liberalizing the currency and capital controls. Using the BCRA’s foreign exchange balance measurement of FAF, which records purchases of foreign currency by the private sector, in the first year without currency controls, the amount of capital flight doubled.

Looking at the 12 months prior to when the controls were lifted, December 2014 to November 2015, against an equivalent subsequent period, December 2015 to November 2016, capital flight spiked from 6.466 billion dollars to 13.971 billion dollars. Far from the pace reversing, as it would have if it had been the result of repressed demand after the controls were lifted, in the first four months of 2017, the phenomenon grew even worse, with a total of 5.650 billion dollars in just that first third of the year, nearly equivalent to the entire amount recorded between January and November 2015 (87%).

The flipside was unprecedented foreign debt, guaranteeing the supply of foreign currency. In 2016, the national government, the provinces, and the private sector issued total debt worth 26.150 billion dollars, net of the payments to the holdouts, which further underpins the stance that sees capital flight as a structural component, given that currency deregulation failed to reverse currency outflows, and in fact accelerated them, made possible due to the expanding pool of foreign currency underwritten by foreign debt.

Other phases of Argentine history and experiences in other developing country demonstrate that this capital flight track—predicated on debt—is a short-term financial accumulation circuit, which exposes the domestic economy to greater vulnerability from abroad. During the stages when funds are flowing in, when foreign debt is available, the economy grows and the perception of domestic risk declines. Nevertheless, as soon as the local or international situation evolves adversely, there is a latent risk of a financial, currency, and debt crisis just waiting to happen.

That is why it is essential to undertake an analysis with an eye to the history of Argentina, calling into question which economic policy tools are really necessary to manage capital flight as an unavoidable component of the "external restriction" and the challenge of development.
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In Argentina, 90% of real estate transactions are done in dollars (Nermiña and Gaggero, 2016).

A more rigorous definition of capital flight through the lens of this work will be given later on.

According to statistics published in Reinhart and Rogoff (2009), in Argentina, during the most successful stage of industrialization, in 43% of the months running from 1943 to 1976 (150 months), there was an exchange rate split with a gap higher than 50%. Up until 1996, South Korea had a ban on companies taking on debt in foreign currency, but it was subsequently lifted. Up until 2002, there were still controls on foreign payments made in foreign currency by individuals (scholarships, tourism, buying properties abroad, etc.) (Noland, 2007). China had administrative measures in place, ranging from reporting to prohibitions, on transactions for 90% of the total capital account positions subject to regulation, including a limit of 50,000 dollars per individual and a mandatory declaration of the origin of the funds (Fernández et al., 2015).

The regulatory frameworks were as follows: Decree-Law 21,495, decentralizing deposits, enacted January 17, 1977; and Decree-Law 21,526 for financial entities, enacted February 14, 1977.

Even though the government did indeed intervene indirectly, through National Social Security Administration (ANSES) transactions, as did the official banks, selling positions in dollars, or the National Securities Commission (CNV) regulations on maximum holdings of public bonds in dollars, as a way to operate on the "contado con liquidación"—a sort of blue chip swap—market.

Seven business days in the month of December belong to the previous administration, during which time the single and free exchange market operated with restrictions. Accordingly, for greater precision as to the amount given, the equivalent of 250 million dollars ought to be subtracted, although it is such a low amount that it really is not very meaningful to make this distinction.

Law No. 27260 (June 2016) included a money laundering regime in its Tax Amnesty Law heading. The BCRA December 2016 exchange rate report claimed that the amount brought in from abroad to pay the tax set by this system was equivalent to 4.092 billion dollars (p. 15).